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ABSTRACT
Time-resolved photoemission with ultrafast pump and probe pulses is an emerging technique with wide application potential. Real-
time recording of nonequilibrium electronic processes, transient states in chemical reactions, or the interplay of electronic and structural
dynamics offers fascinating opportunities for future research. Combining valence-band and core-level spectroscopy with photoelectron
diffraction for electronic, chemical, and structural analyses requires few 10 fs soft X-ray pulses with some 10 meV spectral resolu-
tion, which are currently available at high repetition rate free-electron lasers. We have constructed and optimized a versatile setup
commissioned at FLASH/PG2 that combines free-electron laser capabilities together with a multidimensional recording scheme for
photoemission studies. We use a full-field imaging momentum microscope with time-of-flight energy recording as the detector for
mapping of 3D band structures in (kx, ky, E) parameter space with unprecedented efficiency. Our instrument can image full surface
Brillouin zones with up to 7 Å−1 diameter in a binding-energy range of several eV, resolving about 2.5 × 105 data voxels simultaneously.
Using the ultrafast excited state dynamics in the van der Waals semiconductor WSe2 measured at photon energies of 36.5 eV and 109.5 eV,
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we demonstrate an experimental energy resolution of 130 meV, a momentum resolution of 0.06 Å−1, and a system response function of
150 fs.
© 2020 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5118777., s

I. INTRODUCTION

X-ray free-electron lasers (XFELs) are a remarkable develop-
ment in the range of tools for scientific experimentation. They are
characterized by much enhanced peak brightness, many orders of
magnitude higher than other X-ray sources, pulse durations on
the order of a few tens of femtoseconds, the possibility for polar-
ization control and wavelength tuning in a broad energy range,
and multicolour operation mode. Consequently, they have cre-
ated tremendous new opportunities for experimental studies. In
particular, high repetition rate extreme-ultraviolet (XUV) and soft
X-ray FELs such as FLASH at DESY (Hamburg)1,2 offer unique
possibilities for time-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (trPES)
to study the ultrafast electron dynamics in condensed matter sys-
tems such as low-dimensional materials, molecular crystals, or quan-
tum materials. For example, the solid state physics community has
demonstrated increasing interest in quantum materials in the last
few years due to their intriguing emergent properties.3 In partic-
ular, the area of topological states of matter is a very hot topic
with different classes of topological insulators4,5 in two and three
dimensions as well as with 3D Weyl semimetals,6,7 displaying bulk
band gaps, bulk Dirac or Weyl points, topological surface Dirac
cones, or Fermi arcs, and their associated characteristic spin textures,
respectively. Coexistence of topological phases with the intriguing
properties of other collective phases such as Kondo lattices, high-
Tc superconductivity, charge- and spin-density waves, and Mott-
Hubbard insulating states is another very interesting subject.8–11

Previously, momentum-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (PES)
using momentum microscopy with time-of-flight (TOF) energy
recording12,13 has been combined in static measurements with par-
allel spin detection,14–16 circular (or linear) dichroism in the angular
distribution CDAD (LDAD),17,18 and X-ray photoelectron diffrac-
tion (XPD).19,20 The novel experimental approach presented here
expands this method into the time domain enabling the time-
resolved momentum microscopy (trMM),21,22 time-resolved X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (trXPS),23 and time-resolved X-ray pho-
toelectron diffraction (trXPD).24 All of these time-resolved photoe-
mission techniques have been successfully realized at FLASH with
the instrument described here. The combination of these measure-
ment techniques in a single experiment can directly probe and dis-
entangle the fundamental interactions underlying different emer-
gent properties of complex quantum materials. Adding temporal
information on the subpicosecond timescale opens a new path to
direct determination of the couplings between the electronic, spin,
and lattice degrees of freedom. Such studies are of central impor-
tance to quantum materials, since the couplings are not only rele-
vant to nonequilibrium dynamics, but also determine the materials’
ground-state properties.

While sources based on laser-driven high harmonic genera-
tion (HHG) are well-suited for trMM studies of condensed matter
samples in the vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) spectral range with excel-
lent time resolution,25–33 high repetition rate FELs are capable of

providing ultrashort pulses in a much broader spectral range from
the XUV to the soft and even tender X-ray regime with conve-
nient spectral tunability. Higher photon energies for trMM enable
studies covering an extended range in momentum space. The tun-
ability of the photon energy of the probe beam allows access to
the full 3D momentum information and provides the means to
study surface vs bulk phenomena, because the inelastic mean free
path of the photoelectrons and hence the probing depth can be
tuned by changing the kinetic energy of the photoelectrons. Fur-
thermore, the broad energy range of the FEL also allows us to
probe many core level states so that valence band measurements can
be complemented by time-resolved XPS (trXPS). XPS is a hugely
powerful technique that has been able to shed light on many dif-
ferent types of samples and questions.34 Its potential for time-
resolved studies is highly promising,35,36 but yet to be fully exploited.
Moreover, the k-resolution in trMM implies that not only angle-
integrated trXPS is measured, but that this is done in a k- and thus
angle-resolved manner, yielding trXPD patterns with the possibil-
ity to study ultrafast and element-specific changes in the geometric
structure along with the corresponding changes in the electronic
structure.

A fundamental problem in trPES studies on targets with high
electron density is the appearance of space-charge effects, if too
many photoelectrons are emitted within one ultrashort photon
pulse. In order to avoid these effects, the number of emitted pho-
toelectrons has to be kept below a certain limit. As a consequence,
it is necessary to use the most efficient detection schemes in com-
bination with high repetition rate sources. Owing to its 3D data
acquisition (DAQ) scheme, the TOF momentum microscope is well-
suited to carry out time- and momentum-resolved PES studies on
(semi) conducting solid samples.

The aim of this paper is to demonstrate the performance of
our instrument on the model case of carrier dynamics in WSe2.
We have studied bulk WSe2 with 2H polytype (2H-WSe2), which
belongs to the class of van der Waals semiconducting transition
metal dichalcogenides (scTMDCs).37,38 The family of scTMDC com-
pounds recently regained scientific interest due to their superior
optoelectronic properties and the possibilities for their convenient
integration with current nanotechnology,39,40 whereas their rich
underlying light-matter interactions and multifaceted quasiparticle
dynamics demand in-depth investigations.41 We report the ultra-
fast dynamics of the excited states in the conduction band as well as
the core levels following resonant optical excitation to the A exci-
ton transition in bulk WSe2 crystals.42 Furthermore, we observe
excited state populations in the K (and K′) valleys, which have previ-
ously been reported to be localized on individual WSe2 layers.43 The
unique combination of high time and momentum resolution and
the broad photon-energy tuning range of the momentum micro-
scope setup offers unique possibilities for a comprehensive study
of the carrier dynamics by rapid volumetric band-mapping exper-
iments without the need for angular scanning.41,44–46 The present
paper describes the details of the experimental setup and procedures
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used for the first time- and momentum-resolved photoemission
measurements at FLASH, DESY (Hamburg).

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
A. FEL and IR beams

Near-infrared (NIR) pump–soft-X-ray probe experiments have
been performed at the second branch of plane grating monochro-
mator beamline (PG2)47–49 of FLASH, DESY (Hamburg). The
schematic of the facility and the experimental setup is shown in
Fig. 1. FLASH produces ultrashort XUV and soft X-ray pulses in the
wavelength range of 4–50 nm (fundamental) and down to approxi-
mately 1.5 nm (third harmonic), which corresponds to a total pho-
ton energy range of 25–830 eV. We present here photoemission
data measured at 36.5 eV (fundamental) for valence band studies
and 109.5 eV (third harmonic) for core level studies. The num-
ber of FLASH pulses was set to 500 pulses per macrobunch with
1 MHz intrabunch repetition rate and 10 Hz macrobunch rate,
resulting in effectively 5000 probe pulses per second with 33 μJ
(0.33 μJ) pulse energy in the fundamental (third harmonic). The
radiation was monochromatized by a 200 lines/mm plane grating
(PG) monochromator with a fix-focus constant (cff) of 1.6. Such a
dispersion causes a tilt of the wavefront and thus elongation of the
60 fs intrinsic FEL pulse duration. In order to preserve reasonable
time resolution of the experiment, we closed vertical baffles before
the beamline monochromator to decrease the number of illuminated
grooves of the grating. This results in ∼180 fs (∼130 fs) FWHM

pulse duration along the beam propagation direction for trMM
(trXPS) measurements, respectively. The exit slit was set to 400 μm
(100 μm), providing 32 meV (40 meV) spectral width for valence
band (core level) measurements, respectively. The pointing stability
of the self-amplified spontaneous emission-type (SASE) FEL beam
was improved by using two remote apertures of 1 mm in diam-
eter after the last undulator in the tunnel. This also reduces the
FEL pulse energy down to 1–2 μJ for the fundamental. The pulse
energy was attenuated further by: (i) a gas attenuator (filled with
1.5–3 × 10−2 mbar of N2), (ii) solid filters (Al foils with thicknesses
of 2060 nm and 960 nm for valence band studies and Zr with 920 nm
and ZrB2 with 200 nm thickness for core level studies) and (iii) the
beamline transmission down to 3 fJ pulse energy for valence band
studies and to 100 fJ in the case of core level studies. Finally, about
∼500 (∼6000) photons per pulse arrived on the sample for valence
band (core level) measurements, respectively. The footprint of the
soft X-ray beam on the sample surface was measured to be about
300 μm × 150 μm [see Fig. 2(b)] using the PEEM mode of the
momentum microscope (see Sec. II D).

The pump laser system based on an optical parametric chirped
pulse amplification (OPCPA) delivered s- or p-polarized (user
defined) laser pulses with the central wavelength of 800 nm, of
up to ∼15 μJ pulse energy and ∼90 fs FWHM pulse duration.50

The laser pulse train was fully synchronized with the soft X-ray
pulses51 and matched the complex macrobunch time pattern of the
FEL. Each macrobunch from the laser system contained up to 400
pulses. Hence, by using 500 FEL pulses within the pulse train, the

FIG. 1. Simplified overview of the FLASH pulse structure, the PG2 beamline with synchronized pump laser (top left) and the experimental setup (middle) used to perform
time-resolved momentum microscopy and acquire volumetric band-mapping movies (right inset) by means of a multidimensional recording scheme as described in detail in
the text.
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FIG. 2. Spatial overlap determination in the PEEM mode of the momentum micro-
scope using the Chessy test sample. (a) Chessy test sample illuminated by a Hg
lamp in order to define the size of the field of view, photon footprints of (b) the FEL
beam and (c) the optical pump laser. The red dashed circles mark the regions of
interest defined by the field aperture.

experiment provides ∼100 “unpumped” soft X-ray pulses after each
optical pump pulse train. The photoemission data recorded with the
unpumped probe pulses were used for reference and background
correction. The temporal synchronization of the FEL and the opti-
cal laser pulses is additionally controlled by a streak camera, which
monitors the arrival time of the optical laser pulses and of the syn-
chrotron radiation generated by the electron bunches, when they
are deflected via a dipole magnet into the beam dump. The two
beams are combined using a holey mirror and propagate collinearly
to the sample at an angle of 22○ with respect to the sample surface.
The measured footprint of the optical pump laser on the sample is
∼510 μm × 115 μm, as shown in Fig. 2(c) (using the PEEM mode
of the momentum microscope described in Sec. II D). A combi-
nation of neutral density filters and motorized half-wave plate fol-
lowed by a polarizer can be used to tune the excitation density over
several orders of magnitude, allowing studies from a perturbative
regime to optically induced phase transitions,22 where excitation
densities of several mJ/cm2 are required. In order to probe spin-,
valley-, and layer-polarized excited states of WSe2, we used both lin-
early and circularly polarized pump pulses, with an incident fluence
of 6.1 mJ/cm2 (total absorbed fluence of about 1.7 mJ/cm2). Con-
trol over the pump pulse polarization was achieved by a motorized
quarter-wave plate for switching between s, p, σ−, and σ+ polar-
izations (see Fig. 1). The pump pulse photon energy was tuned to
1.6 eV (775 nm) in order to directly excite the A-exciton transi-
tion at room temperature42 at the K (and K′) points of the Brillouin
zone (BZ).43

B. Time-of-flight momentum microscope
The schematic cross-section of the TOF momentum micro-

scope with the imaging spin filter is shown in Fig. 1. The lens system,
developed at the Max Planck Institute for Microstructure Physics
in Halle, Germany, is optimized for maximum k-resolution and a
large zoom range of the k-image (0.5 Å−1 up to beyond 3 Å−1

radius). The combination of the lens system with TOF spectrom-
etry was developed at the University of Mainz. The TOF column,
well-shielded against magnetic stray fields, consists of an entrance
lens system, a low-energy drift section, and a time-resolving image
detector. The first Fourier image (achromatic reciprocal image) is
formed at the back focal plane of the objective lens. This image is
transferred and magnified by two lens groups to the entrance of the
field-free low-energy TOF section (800 mm long), where the energy

dispersion takes place with typical drift energies of 10–30 eV. The
imaging spin-filter crystal could be inserted under 45○ after two lens
groups.14 Thus, the second field-free low-energy TOF section (ver-
tical branch) is used for energy dispersion, providing spin resolved
data (not discussed in this paper) complementary to spin-integral
branch data. A set of nine selectable and adjustable field apertures in
an intermediate real-space image plane select a well-defined region
of interest (ROI) on the sample surface with diameters down to
the micrometer range without the need of a fine-focused photon
beam. This (real-space) field aperture serves as a contrast aperture
for the reciprocal image. For the presented measurements, the field
aperture was set to a circular acceptance range of 54 μm diam-
eter on the sample surface (marked by the red dashed circles in
Fig. 2), matching the homogeneous distribution of spatially over-
lapped FEL and optical pump laser beams. The energy resolution for
operation with the FEL beam was determined to be 130 meV, eval-
uated from Gaussian broadening of W 4f peaks. The Fermi edge of
an FeRh sample revealed a width of 150 meV FWHM,22 whereas
the Fermi edge taken from a Ag(110) sample used as a substrate
for a pentacene thin film revealed a width of 78 meV FWHM.21

The momentum resolution in the experiment at FLASH was
0.06 Å−1, measured for the Cu(100) valence bands. Using similar
electron optics, a momentum resolution of 0.005 Å−1 was demon-
strated by Tusche et al. in a lab experiment.52 The increase from the
base resolution of the instrument of <20 meV (as determined at low
energies) and <0.01 Å−1 (as determined in a lab experiment) can
be attributed to the FEL-induced space-charge effects as well as to
electronic noise and timing jitter in the TOF measurement.

The sample was mounted on a hexapod manipulator for pre-
cise adjustment of six coordinates, (Δx, Δy, Δz, Δθ, Δϕ, Δφ), with
the possibility of He-cooling and high-temperature flashing by elec-
tron bombardment. All measurements shown here were performed
with the sample kept at room temperature. The single-crystalline
2H-WSe2 sample with an approximate size of 5 × 5 × 0.2 mm3

was purchased from HQ Graphene. The crystal was fixed onto the
sample holder using conductive epoxy glue (EPO-TEK H20E) and
was prepared in situ by mechanical exfoliation using adhesive tape
within the load-lock prior to the measurements, and then immedi-
ately transferred into the measurement chamber with a base pressure
better than 2 × 10−10 mbar.

C. Multidimensional recording scheme
The key element of the detection system is the 3D (kx, ky,

t)-resolving delay-line detector (DLD).53,54 The standard single-
channel DLD (temporal resolution 150 ps, 80 mm active area, spa-
tial resolution ∼80 μm) has a limited multihit detection capability
restricting the effective acquisition rate to typically below one elec-
tron per photon pulse. For the conditions of the present experi-
ment, when the number of photoemitted electrons per pulse is close
to the space-charge limit and the electron collection efficiency is
extremely high, the detector becomes the bottleneck of the time-
resolved photoemission experiment. Given the 3D recording scheme
of the momentum microscope itself, the detection efficiency can
be improved on the detector side by increasing its multihit capa-
bility.55 For the presented experiment, we have used a segmented
4-quadrant DLD (DLD8080-4Q) with an active area of 80 mm in
diameter. The boundaries of each quadrant are clearly visible in the
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energy-momentum cuts shown in Fig. 5(d). This DLD can ideally
detect four counting events arriving at the four quadrants with inde-
pendent readout channels. For random event distribution with Pois-
son statistics, the average value reduces to 1–2 electrons per pulse. At
the same conditions, a single-channel DLD can record at maximum
0.5 electrons per pulse.

In TOF instruments, electrons with very low kinetic energies
cause a background, which can extend over the entire spectrum. In
the present microscope, we use one of the lens elements as a high-
pass filter, cutting off kinetic energies below a certain threshold. This
cutoff restricts the width of the energy spectrum in the drift tube to
values from ∼15 eV down to 7 eV (the latter case is discussed quan-
titatively by Tusche et al. in Ref. 56). At a typical drift energy in
the TOF section of 35 eV (for electrons at EF), the resulting range
of kinetic energies Ekin = 20–35 eV is reduced to Ekin = 28–35 eV.
Hence, this high-pass lens element avoids slow electrons entering
the drift tube and, thus, they do not contribute to the total number of
detected electrons per pulse. In practice, a recorded energy range of
> 4hνpump (in the case of 800 nm pump laser wavelength) is needed,
because excited state dynamics is observed up to 2hνpump above EF
and hole dynamics is visible in bands as low as ∼2hνpump below EF as
discussed in Ref. 22.

The multidimensional recording scheme at high repetition rate
SASE-type FELs is very demanding. In the general case, including
spin analysis, two vector quantities (momentum k and spin polar-
ization σ) as well as at least two scalar quantities (binding energy
EB and pump-probe delay τdelay) must be recorded together with
the photoemission intensity I(EB, k, σ, τdelay). Moreover, the depen-
dence of dynamical processes on the excitation density (or pump
fluence) represents a further degree of freedom. The number of rele-
vant quantities therefore increases when considering these and other
experiment-specific parameters such as optical polarization state in
dichroism measurements, or sample temperature. In this experi-
ment, all such quantities are recorded on a shot-to-shot basis and
fed into the FLASH DAQ system.57

Thus, the single-shot detection of the DLD allows each pho-
toemitted electron to be correlated with a specific FEL and optical
pulse. This is, in particular, important for the SASE process of the
FEL, where arrival times and intensities of the X-ray pulses fluc-
tuate from pulse to pulse. Data acquired by the DAQ have to be
postprocessed, to account for intensity fluctuations within the FEL
bursts [according to the gas monitor detector (GMD) values], for
internal timing jitter of the FEL measured by the beam arrival mon-
itor (BAM) with single-pulse precision,58 or for the power of the
optical laser for each pump pulse. Recording such variations can
resolve fluence dependencies of dynamics (on a scale determined by
the fluctuation of the pump fluence throughout the measurement)
without varying attenuation via sorting of the data into multidimen-
sional histograms.59 This approach also helps to optimize experi-
mental parameters by in situ data evaluation within the early stage
of the experimental run, for example determining the fluence thresh-
olds (of pump and probe) under which space-charge effects can be
neglected.

In the present paper, we do not show spin-resolved data and
kz is not relevant for the case of a quasi-2D system WSe2. Hence,
the number of parameters to be recorded is four, i.e., (kx, ky, EB,
τdelay). The momentum coordinates (kx, ky) are directly resolved via
the full-field imaging, the binding energy EB is obtained from the

TOF analysis, and the true pump-probe delay τdelay is obtained by
adding the shot-to-shot SASE timing jitter τSASE to the value set by
the delay stage of the pump laser.

In order to process the large amount of data acquired with
the TOF momentum microscope and analyze them subsequently,
we have developed a distributed workflow, based on efficient inter-
action with single-event data and compatible with data acquisition
schemes at both 3rd and 4th generation light sources as well as table-
top laser sources. In addition, we define the corresponding format
for data storage and reuse and compare visual representations per-
taining to the band-mapping data. Our approach provides a basis
for the standardization, sharing, and integration of band structure
mapping data into materials science databases.59,60

D. Spatial and temporal overlap
The real-space imaging mode [photoemission electron

microscopy (PEEM)] of the instrument is used to analyze the region
of interest, in particular, for inhomogeneous or structured samples
[Fig. 2(a)]. Using threshold photoemission (e.g., by a Hg lamp or UV
laser diode), the spatial resolution of the microscope is determined
to be <50 nm. For metallic samples, this mode allows us to avoid
spots of intense plasmonic electron emission, induced by the pump
laser beam, by moving such regions out of the field of view (FOV)
using the hexapod manipulator. The PEEM mode of the momentum
microscope is also ideally suited to find the position of the FEL beam
and to align the whole setup during the initial phase of the experi-
ment and to control the spatial overlap of pump and probe pulses.
This is done by means of the fully automated and adjustable (X, Y,
Z, Ω) dedicated support frame in order to align the whole setup with
respect to the FEL beam position in the middle of the FOV of the
momentum microscope [Fig. 2(b)]. Alignment, focusing, and set-
ting up of precise spatial overlap of the pump-laser beam [Fig. 2(c)]
(for visualization purposes, the pump laser beam is set slightly off
center to show the sensitivity and easiness of spatial overlap align-
ment) are achieved with the help of motorized steering mirrors and
lenses in the optical laser beamline and the laser in-coupling sys-
tem. Spot sizes of both beams are defined by measuring the footprint
of secondary electrons emitted from the sample. The length scale is
conveniently calibrated by means of a test object like the one shown
in Fig. 2(a) (Chessy, PLANO GmbH).

Once the spatial overlap is set, the temporal overlap between
pump and probe pulses, i.e., the value for “time zero” t0, has to be
found. For a coarse overlap determination, we use an in-vacuum
antenna (inner conductor of a large-bandwidth cable, hit by both
beams) in combination with a fast oscilloscope, which can pin down
the overlap in the sub-50 ps range. To determine the temporal over-
lap with subpicosecond precision, we operate the momentum micro-
scope in the k-imaging mode and set the sample potential such that
the detectable energy range is located close to the Fermi edge or a
core level (depending on the sample material characteristics and the
excitation energy). Then, by scanning the delay stage position with
an appropriate fluence of the pump laser beam, one observes excited
state dynamics above the Fermi edge [see Fig. 3(b) for momentum-
integrated and Figs. 5(c) and 5(d) for momentum-resolved data] in
the case of trMM on WSe2 or pump-induced changes in core lev-
els [see Fig. 3(c) for Se 3d core level dynamics around t0] in the
case of trXPS. Integrating over the whole BZ in the reciprocal space
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FIG. 3. Time-resolved dynamics in a broad energy range of the photoemission
spectrum of WSe2. The W 4f and the Se 3d core levels lie about 33 eV and 55 eV
below the Fermi level,61 respectively. (a) Momentum-integrated photoemission
spectrum recorded by the momentum microscope with the FEL pulses at 109.5 eV
(3rd harmonic). Time-resolved measurements are conducted with 775 nm linear
s-polarized optical pulses as pump, showing concurrent dynamics in (b) the WSe2
conduction band and (c) Se 3d core level doublet.

helps to speed up the quite challenging and time-consuming pro-
cess of t0 finding. Particularly, we are not limited to an excited signal
from a single high-symmetry point (e.g., Γ- or K-point) or from cer-
tain directions in reciprocal space [e.g., K′-Γ-K plane as shown in
Fig. 5(d)].

E. Space-charge effect
One of the major obstacles in trPES experiments is the

Coulomb repulsion of the electrons in the beam, leading to the
space-charge effect. It can dramatically affect the energy and
momentum resolution that can be reached in a pump-probe pho-
toemission experiment. The space-charge effect has previously been
studied using conventional dispersive spectrometers at FLASH35,62

and the FEL SACLA in Japan.63 In this section, we discuss the char-
acteristics of the space-charge interaction in a momentum micro-
scope, where the strong extractor field in front of the sample causes
a behavior fundamentally different from the conditions in conven-
tional spectroscopy, where a field-free region exists close to the
sample.64

In addition to the deterministic interaction of a given electron
with the average charge distribution of all other electrons (usu-
ally termed the space-charge effect), there are individual electron-
electron scattering events, which are stochastic.65 In order to under-
stand the details of this effect in a momentum microscope, it is nec-
essary to distinguish the different species of electrons contributing to
the total photoyield. The electrons of interest are the photoelectrons
emitted from the valence band or from a core level by the FEL pulse.
This signal of (fast) electrons is accompanied by the secondary elec-
trons, which can outnumber the relevant photoelectrons by orders
of magnitude, depending on the material and the energy of the
fast photoelectrons and possible further core level electrons, whose

binding energies are lower than the photon energy. The Coulomb
repulsion induced by the slow electrons causes a nonuniform accel-
eration and gives rise to an increase of kinetic energy for the
electrons of interest. The increase in kinetic energy is maximum
on the optical axis and decreases with increasing distance from
the axis, i.e., with increasing parallel momentum. The spatial pro-
file can be approximated by a two-dimensional Lorentzian func-
tion. This part of the space-charge effect is deterministic and can
be corrected numerically.66 In a conventional spectrometer, the
repulsion is uniform and hence the Lorentzian deformation is
absent.

The pump-laser pulses can release a third species of electrons
via multiphoton photoemission (nPPE). Their intensity rises non-
linearly with the n-th power of the pump fluence until saturation
effects become significant. At very high fluences, the high charge
density in front of the surface can lead to a Coulomb blockade effect.
Due to the difference in kinetic energies between the photoelec-
trons and the pump-induced low energy electrons, the Coulomb
forces exerted on the photoelectrons by the pump-induced elec-
trons strongly depend on the pump-probe time delay.67,68 For neg-
ative time delays, i.e., when the pump pulse excites the sample
after the probe pulse, the space-charge induced energy shift will
always be accelerating, because the slow electrons trail behind the
fast photoelectrons. However, for positive time delays (as relevant in
pump-probe experiments), i.e., when the pump pulse hits the sam-
ple before the probe pulse, the photoelectrons will pierce through
the cloud of slow pump-induced electrons at some instant in time.
Therefore, the space-charge effect will, at first, slow down, and
later accelerate the photoelectrons, leading to positive and negative
energy shifts, depending on the pump-probe delay. In principle, as
long as we neglect individual scattering events, this behavior is still
deterministic and can be modeled by simulations.

However, even at moderate intensities, stochastic electron-
electron scattering happens, in particular, when the fast photoelec-
trons penetrate the dense cloud of slow electrons. This type of inter-
action leads to an energy broadening and to a randomization of the
k-distribution, i.e., to a loss of momentum information. The number
of slow electrons excited by the pump laser (photon energy 1.5–3 eV)
is material dependent and for a given material it strongly depends on
the surface quality. In particular, surface inhomogeneities on metal
surfaces can act as hot spots of strong plasmonic electron emission.
Unlike the deterministic forces, it is generally impossible to cor-
rect in postprocessing the effect of stochastic scattering. The only
compensation is to reduce the signal of undesired slow electrons.
Plasmonic hot spots can easily be driven out of the FOV by lat-
eral sample shift and their position can be monitored in the PEEM
mode (cf. Fig. 2). A large work function and small electron density
of states near the Fermi level are favorable to minimize the amount
of photoexcited slow electrons.

The long-range space-charge shift can be exploited for a coarse
determination of the temporal overlap. The extractor field and the
lens optics confine the cloud of slow electrons in a small spa-
tiotemporal segment of phase space. When propagating through the
electron-optical column, this macrocharge of slow electrons exerts
long-range forces on the fast photoelectrons over macroscopic dis-
tances of more than 50 mm as concluded from recent simulations.66

The net action on the photoelectrons can be accelerating or decel-
erating, depending on the time delay between the pump and the
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probe pulses. This additional energy shift occurs at larger positive
time delays and, due to the pronounced characteristic bipolar fea-
ture, this effect could be easily mistaken for the dynamics at “true” t0.
However, since the bipolar energy shift extends over a much larger
range of pump-probe time delays, it can be distinguished from the
“true” ultrafast dynamics at around the temporal overlap between
the pump and the probe pulses and, therefore, serve as a reference
point in the time delay range for systems with a small excited-state
signal at t0. At the settings we used in the experiment, the time differ-
ence between “time zero” and the long-range space-charge-induced
energy shift amounts to about 20 ps.

A typical temporal behavior of space-charge-induced shift for
the total k-integral signal is shown in Fig. 4. For the valence band
of WSe2 in Fig. 4(a), we see both the time-zero shift at t0 with its
characteristic signal A (see Sec. III) and the long-range shift culmi-
nating around 21 ps, labeled as signal B. At the setting used for the
W 4f core level doublet in Fig. 4(b), the positive shift is maximized
at 14 ps (signal C), reverses its sign at 16 ps, and reaches its nega-
tive extremum at 22 ps (signal D). In both cases, t0 is far away and
nicely separated from the long-range space-charge shift. The result
in Fig. 4(b) is typical, but the shift depends on many intrinsic (micro-
scope setting, e.g., the extractor voltage, i.e., the potential between
the sample and the first electrode of the momentum microscope)
and extrinsic parameters (sample, presence of hot spots, excitation
energy of the probe beam) and can be moved on the pump-probe
time delay axis accordingly by changing any of them. For a given

FIG. 4. Space-charge-induced features measured by the momentum microscope.
(a) Momentum-integrated intensity of WSe2 conduction band dynamics measured
with 775 nm linear s-polarized optical pulses as the pump and the FEL pulses
at 36.5 eV (fundamental) as the probe. The true time-zero energy shift is visible
at temporal coincidence at 0 ps in the excited state signal marked by A (white
circle). The large shift at 21 ps marked by B (“long-range space-charge” shift) orig-
inates from the space-charge interaction in the electron-optical column. (b) W 4f
core level dynamics measured with 775 nm linear s-polarized optical pulses as the
pump and the FEL pulses at 109.5 eV (3rd harmonic) as the probe. Characteristic
long-range space-charge bipolar features marked with C and D.

sample, the extractor setting has a clear “deterministic” influence,
which allows us to identify the in-column space charge shifts as
discussed in Ref. 66.

We summarize this section as follows: The stochastic part of
the Coulomb interaction between the different species of electrons
sets a principal limit to all femtosecond pump-probe photoemis-
sion experiments (see also Ref. 63). The deterministic part, however,
can be exploited as a (fast) mechanism to determine the temporal
overlap. This nicely complements the fast adjustment of the spatial
overlap, the elimination of surface defects via lateral shift and the
definition of the region of interest by the field aperture using the
PEEM mode of the instrument.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In momentum space, WSe2 exhibits a hexagonal BZ with alter-

nating K and K′ (or K+ and K−) points as the hexagonal vertices [see
Fig. 5(a)]. The electronic spin characters in the vicinity of the K and
K′ points are locked to their corresponding valence and conduction
band extrema, i.e., valleys, a phenomenon that exists in monolay-
ers as well as in individual layers of the crystalline bulk.41,43,69–71

Time- and momentum-resolved photoemission is a unique tool for
the investigation of layer-resolved electron dynamics due to its sur-
face sensitivity. In our series of experiments, we optically excite the
samples with 775 nm light pulses (pump) and probe by mapping
the electronic band structure via photoemission with 36.5 eV soft
X-ray pulses delivered at the FLASH PG2 beamline.47–49 The pump
pulses are resonant with theA-exciton transition42 in WSe2 and pop-
ulate the conduction band K and K′ valleys, where we follow the
subsequent dynamics.

We used linearly as well as circularly polarized 775 nm pump
pulses to measure the transient electronic structure of the valence
band and the excited states resolved in energy and both parallel
momentum directions [see Figs. 5(b) and 5(c)]. Excitation of the A
exciton generates excited state population initially localized in the
K and K′ valleys, which rapidly scatters to the energetically lower
Σ and Σ′ valleys, respectively. Our results are in good agreement
with previous measurements using a hemispherical detector that
samples selected k-E slices in the momentum space,43 but now, the
direct and simultaneous recording in 3D parameter space (kx, ky,
E) yields a more complete characterization of the excited-state elec-
tronic distribution, while requiring only a fraction of the measure-
ment time compared with conventional spectrometers. Therefore,
it gives us the possibility to access different high symmetry points
in parallel without any sample manipulation. Thus, we are able to
observe and compare the conduction band carrier distribution in the
nonequivalent K (or K′) and Σ (or Σ′) points. The temporal evolu-
tion of the photoemission intensity in the conduction band, shown
in Figs. 5(b) and 5(c), is plotted in Fig. 5(e) for the experiment with
linear s-polarized pump pulses. A numerical fit of the population
dynamics at K/K′ points yields a fast decay component with a time
constant of ∼80 fs. The signal at the Σ/Σ′ points reaches its max-
imum with a delay of ∼60 fs compared to the K valley signal and
shows a multiexponential relaxation dynamics with a fast time con-
stant of ∼160 fs. The delay is characteristic of the temporal ordering
of intervalley scattering in this class of materials.43 The fittings use a
model function of a double-exponential decay convolved with the
system response function. The system response function, i.e., the
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FIG. 5. Photoelectron momentum microscopy of the equilibrium and nonequilibrium electronic band structure of semiconducting WSe2. (a) The bulk (blue) and surface (white)
Brillouin zone of WSe2. [(b) and (c)] Volumetric rendering of the band-mapping measurement outcome before (b) and after (c) optical excitation with 775 nm pulses. The
data from one quadrant are cut out to reveal the dispersive electronic bands on the inside. (d) A momentum path sampled through the volumetric data along the K′–Γ–K
momentum path labeled in (a). The vertical cut-out around 0 Å−1 in (d) removes the influence from the edges of the quadrant detector. (e) Temporal evolution of the excited
state signal integrated over a region around the K/K′ and Σ/Σ′ points in the first conduction band. The fittings use a model function of a double-exponential decay convolved
with the system response function. The signals in the conduction band K/K′ and Σ/Σ′ valleys reach their respective maxima with a delay of ∼60 fs.

effective pump-probe crosscorrelation, was determined by fitting the
time dependence of the laser-assisted photoemission (LAPE) signal
between valence and conduction bands with a Gaussian, resulting
in ∼150 fs FWHM. We point out that the system response function
is shorter than the duration of the soft X-ray pulse as the photo-
electrons are only collected from a selected area by means of field
aperture within the soft X-ray footprint on the sample (see Fig. 2),
mitigating the wavefront-tilt broadening of the probe pulses. In
principle, the approach is capable of detecting dynamics of holes.
It requires, however, a very careful analysis, as both the hole for-
mation as well as changes in the spectral function of the remaining
occupied states can cause a reduction in the photoemission inten-
sity of the valence band states. The separation of these two contri-
butions is not well-established yet and will be addressed in future
work.

The benefit of FEL radiation is the additional access to core
levels,23 giving information on transient charge redistributions and

XPD patterns,24 adding time-resolved structural information. The
straightforward access to the interplay of the ultrafast structural and
electronic responses is a stronghold of our technique. To demon-
strate this potential of the spectral tunability of the FEL, i.e., the
availability of higher harmonics in addition to the fundamental out-
put and the capability of the monochromatized PG2 beamline to
easily switch between them, trXPS as well as trXPD measurements
have been performed using the same setup and the same WSe2 sam-
ple as for trMM studies. As shown in Fig. 3, femtosecond dynamics
of the Se 3d core level photoemission signal were measured with
775 nm optical pump pulses and the FEL probe pulses at 109.5 eV
(3rd harmonic) photon energy. We observe that pumping of the A-
exciton resonance induces pronounced changes of the Se 3d core
level position and lineshape [see Fig. 3(c)]. More details of the trXPS
results are discussed by Dendzik et al. in Ref. 23. Thus, the dynamics
of the valence electrons (trMM) could be compared with the con-
current changes induced in the core level spectral function simply
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by combining two experiments in one. This is performed by only
changing:

● sample bias—to shift the focus of the momentum micro-
scope from the valence band region to core levels;

● monochromator settings—to go from the fundamental to
the third harmonic radiation;

● gas attenuator or solid state filters—to be able to attenuate
either the fundamental or the third harmonic radiation.

Moreover, by setting the momentum microscope to the maximum
possible k-space FOV (up to 7 Å−1 in diameter) and measuring
the core level spectra with momentum resolution, it is possible
to perform trXPD measurements. Thus, the experimental setup
described here can additionally provide information on the struc-
tural dynamics of the WSe2 sample induced by the optical excitation.
Another point is to exploit the kz-dependence or 4D-recording of
the full bulk band structure via photon-energy sequences.13 This
approach requires a continuously tunable photon-energy range of
about 200 eV, as available at FLASH and other FEL sources. These
advantages contrast with the low repetition rate. This efficiency-
limiting parameter will increase to up to 27 000 pulses per sec-
ond at the European XFEL and other forthcoming high-repetition
FEL sources, such as the planned externally seeded high repetition
rate FEL FLASH1 according to FLASH2020+ program. The spe-
cific advantages of the instrument will be leveraged by the current
technical developments of FEL sources worldwide.

Nevertheless, the necessary accumulation time also strongly
depends on the sample. In the present paper, the k-integral mea-
surement shown in Fig. 4 was taken in 10 min (for FeRh,22 a similar
pattern took just 1 min). The measurement run shown in Fig. 3 was
taken in 70 min, and the full 3D dataset of Fig. 5 required 5 h. A full
4D time-resolved photoelectron-diffraction dataset24 was acquired
in 40 h.

Due to a lack of angle- or momentum-resolved photoemis-
sion data at FEL sources obtained with other types of analyzers,
a quantitative comparison is presently not possible. For non time-
resolving experiments, such a comparison can be found in Ref. 72.
The present approach aims at simultaneous recording of a 2D
k-space range exceeding one BZ and ∼6 eV energy range. A large
k-space range as well as a broad energy window is especially impor-
tant when studying novel materials, because it is not a priori known,
where in energy-momentum space the interesting physics happens.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
We present a novel setup combining full-field momentum

imaging and time-of-flight energy recording (the 3D data recording
architecture) with a sample preparation chamber and many char-
acterization tools. The instrument is the ideal tool for very time-
consuming pump-probe photoemission experiments with femtosec-
ond radiation from the high repetition rate free-electron laser
FLASH at DESY, Hamburg. The high FEL photon energies of up
to 830 eV pave the way for time-resolved experiments in core level
spectroscopy, photoelectron diffraction as well as valence band spec-
troscopy with varying probing depth (via photon energy tuning). In
this respect, the experimental opportunities enabled by the instru-
ment described here go far beyond the capabilities of table-top HHG
sources. With the present setup, it is possible to investigate ultrafast

electronic dynamics in a wide range of chemical and physical sys-
tems by means of high resolution time- and momentum-resolved
photoemission spectroscopy.

Overall, the simultaneous detection of the electronic, spin, and
geometric structure in the time domain, with femtosecond resolu-
tion, will open a new avenue for the direct determination of the cou-
plings between electronic, spin, and lattice degrees of freedom that
give rise to the fascinating emergent properties of quantum materi-
als. The parallel image acquisition further paves the way for single-
shot experiments at ultrabright femtosecond-sources. Employing
time- and momentum-resolved photoemission spectroscopy on the
layered semiconductor WSe2, we observed spin-, valley-, and layer-
polarized excited state populations upon excitation to K/K′ val-
leys with linearly and circularly polarized pump pulses, followed
by ultrafast (<100 fs) scattering of carriers towards the global min-
imum of the conduction band in the Σ/Σ′ valleys. First preliminary
results with an imaging spin-filter as described in Ref. 14 suggest
that femtosecond pump-probe spin mapping is feasible at the given
conditions.

Different detector development steps were performed in order
to improve the multihit capability of the DLD. The 4Q-DLD detec-
tor, as discussed earlier, was upgraded to an improved version with
8 segments (DLD6060-8s). It comprises a stack of two 4-quadrant
DLDs rotated by 45○ with respect to each other and provides an
active area of 60 mm. The new device can detect 2.5–3 electrons
per FEL pulse with much improved resolution at the boundaries
between all segments. Data using this detector will be published in
forthcoming papers.21,22,24 Moreover, new delay-line architectures
with massive parallelization (up to 256 individual delay lines with
fully independent readout channels) are currently under commis-
sioning at Surface Concept GmbH.73
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